We establish a spectral theory for (.) that is in some way simpler and more complete than those hitherto available for this case. In particular, we make use of operators Bn = A;;-IAO' where the An are determinantal operators on ®!=I Hm. This complements an established approach to the alternative "right definite" problem (where Ao is positive) via the operators fn = AOIAn.
for some fJ > O. Here H is the Hilbert tensor product ®!=I Hm, I is the corresponding identity operator, and a o is formally defined by ® det{Vmn]-we shall construct such operators explicitly in §2. If Again [2] shows that this is equivalent to (1.4), which is the definiteness condition we shall employ below. The use of the word "left" will become clear in 1.2.
Several other definiteness conditions have been proposed, and we shall briefly comment on some of them. Browne [7] uses (1.2) but with fJ = 0 and some additional conditions-the relation between this and (1.1) with y = 0 is not known at present. Atkinson -we shall call this "a-definiteness". Atkinson's treatment of the finite dimensional case [1, Chapters 6, 7] has been partially extended to bounded Tm by Kallstrom and Sleeman [12] and to unbounded Tm by Sleeman [14] . a-definiteness includes both left and right definiteness (a l , ... ,a k being the same as in (1.4)) and in the bounded case can be reduced to a real determinant condition [2] . Whether this fact remains true for Sleeman's problem is not known. More general conditions, guaranteeing rather less spectral theory, have been studied by various authors-cf. Turyn [15] . 1.2 Tensor product methods. The approach of Kallstrom and Sleeman [10] to the left definite problem is via separation of variables in reverse: they eliminate all but one of the parameters An' deriving a p.d.e. from the o.d.e. system (*). Abstractly, this involves operators on the tensor product H, and this is the setting that we shall adopt.
Let us label the cofactor (operator) of an in (1.5) by tl n , n = 0, ... ,k. Then it turns out that the elimination of all except An from (*) yields (1.6)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in the notation (1.3), under certain conditions. Such conditions have been investigated in their own right, and for example it is enough if ~o » 0 (1.2). Indeed, in the right definite case with bounded Tm, Browne [5] replaces ( *) by the system
In the left definite case (1.3), it turns out that our conditions on the Tm force
to be strongly positive (1.2) i.e. ~ » o. Then (1.6) may be replaced by
at least if ~ is bounded. The motivation for the terms right and left definite can now be seen from (1.6) and (1.8).
It can be shown that the fn (1.7) commute in the bounded right definite case, and are selfadjoint in a renormed (but homeomorphic) version of H. In this way, Browne [5] gives a spectral theory on the basis of Prugovecki's theory of commuting selfadjoint operators [13, §IV.2] . The system (1.9)
similarly forms the basis of the analysis of [12] for the bounded ~-definite case. The results are similar to Browne's, although the renorming now involves the T m , making completion necessary even in the left definite case if the Tm are unbounded [10] .
Right definite systems of o.d.e. have been analysed via different limiting devices by Faierman [9] and Browne [4] . Kallstrom and Sleeman [10] analyse a left definite system of o.d.e. via the p.d.e. (1.8) and an auxiliary right definite system of k -1 o.d.e. These authors all use ingenious, but sometimes rather lengthy, arguments to derive real discrete spectra with no finite accumulation, and complete orthonormal eigenvectors in H. Attempts have been made to extend the abstract theories for right and ~-definiteness to unbounded (including differential) operators by Browne [6] and Sleeman [14] , respectively. At present, however, these appear to involve technical difficulties (I thank Professors Browne and Sleeman for personal communications about their articles).
1.3 Summary. Our aim is to present an analysis of (*) that is in some ways more direct and more general than currently available, but is within the basic framework described in 1.2. We shall derive a spectral theory, including completeness of the eigenvectors. Most of the analysis will be in H (not renormed) and we shall not need to reconsider the individual equations of (*) (as in [6 and 14] ) in order to obtain discreteness of the spectrum.
The basic construction of the determinantal operators we need is carried out in §2. In §3 we introduce a transformation enabling (*) to be written as
where each ~n »O-in (1.8) only one such equation was deduced. We also show how to construct compact operators Bn = ~;;-I~O. In §4 we carry out a limiting procedure to extend a result of [11) to unbounded d n , and we deduce that the Bn commute.
The Bn are not selfadjoint (unless we renorm H for each n) but they are similar to compact selfadjoint (noncommuting) operators B~. In §5 we use this fact to show that the Bn have identical finite dimensional eigenspaces generating a set S of common eigenvectors which is fundamental in certain subspaces KI of H (KI = H if do is 1-1). In §6 we show that S corresponds to the eigenvectors of (*), and we deduce the existence of a real discrete spectrum for (*) with no finite accumulation points. Introduction of the k inner products [ , )1 given by
permits us to construct complete orthonormal bases for the k corresponding orthogonal complements of Ker do out of the eigenvectors for (*).
2. Operators on tensor products. Let 'Tml ..;; 'T m 2 ..;; ... be the eigenvalues of Tm, repeated according to multiplicity, and let t ml , t m2 , ... be corresponding eigenvectors forming a complete orthonormal basis of Hm' m = 1, ... ,k. We consider H as the Hilbert tensor product ®~=I Hn' so form a complete orthonormal basis of H as j ranges over positive integer k-vectors. In particular, we shall employ the notation (2.1)
for an arbitrary element x E H.
We "induce" Vmn into H by first defining, in the notation (l.3),
and then extending V";n to H by linearity and continuity. Similarly, we define T,,;tj = 'Tmj}j with extension by linearity over a suitable domain. Specifically, in the notation (2.1),
An equivalent construction is given by Prugovecki [13, pp. 303-304), and it is readily verified that V";n and T,,; are selfadjoint, the T,,; being strongly positive (1.2) and hence boundedly invertible. Next we consider the determinant d(",) with (m, n)th entry given by where flOmn is the cofactor of V";n in the expansion of flo = det[V";n]' Note that the commutativity mentioned above forces each fln to be symmetric. Actually flo can and will be defined on all of H, as a bounded selfadjoint operator. Similarly we define bounded selfadjoint operators flOmn on H by means of the above cofactors, I ..;; m, n ..;; k. Observe that It follows that ~n(6])) is dense in H and therefore ~1!26]) is dense in €R,(~1!2). But ~;;-1/2 is bounded, so €R,(~;;-1/2) = H. Q.E.D.
Since ~n is strongly positive, ~;;-l is bounded, and in fact more is true. We are now in a position to construct the compact operators we shall use for our subsequent analysis. 4. Limiting procedures. We shall find it convenient at various points to employ a limiting procedure which is related to, but different from, that used by Browne [6] and Sleeman [14] . We define bounded selfadjoint operators T: and A~ on H by PROOF. We first consider the system of equations We are now ready to generalise some work of Atkinson [1, §3.6] to our infinite dimensional situation as follows. Note that (5.3) shows that Fj (2) 
Thus if x is Gj)rorthogonal to Gj) ~ Gj)( ~/), x must be H-orthogonal to ~/(Gj) = .:l/( Gj). 
We can now recast our earlier work as follows. in the sense that [6, Lemma 5] 21 Ker( Tm -n~/\nVmn) = m 0 1 Ker( T,,: -n~/·nV":n).
Thus if (*) generates} linearly independent tensors x® (1.3) for some (AI"" ,A k ) then so does (6.1). Conversely, if} linearly independent elements x satisfy (6.1), then so do} linearly independent elements of the form x® where the corresponding xm satisfy (*). We shall next establish another equivalent formulation. 
